
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

EXECUTIVE COMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL OF DEANS
MEETING

Tuesday, June 24, 1969

7:30 a.m.
Bancroft Room

Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington, D. C.

1. Minutes of Meeting of April 9-10, 1969

2. Consideration of Topics on Agenda or Council of
Deans Meeting

. A. National Service for Medical Graduates

B. Proposed Bylaws

3. Revision of "Functions and Structure of a Modern
Medical School of Basic Medical Sciences" and
"Functions and Structure of a MDdern Mcxlical
School"

4. Consideration of Agenda for Meeting of Council of
Deans at Annual Meeting

5. Other Business

6. Adjournment
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THE TEAM REPORT

Subsequently the team prepares a written report containing comments
on the school's strengths and weaknesses, suggestions for improvement,
and recommendations to the sponsoring Councils regarding accreditation.
Copies are submitted to the chief administrative officer of the institution,
to members of the Council on Medical Education, and to the Executive
Council of the Association of American Medical Colleges for their comments,
criticisms, and votes regarding accreditation.

ACTION ON THE REPORT

Currently the survey report is reviewed individually by each member of
the two Councils, who submits his comments and vote to the executive
officer of his respective organization. If accreditation is questioned
by any member of either Council, or if the school has been in a status
of probation or disapproval, or if the survey team has recommended a
change of status to or from one of these categories, the report must
be discussed and reviewed at a meeting of each sponsoring Council. In
these instances, delegates from each Council to the Liaison Committee
on Medical Education will have the benefit of discussion, and recommendation
of their own Council for subsequent discussion in the Liaison Committee.

. In these cases, final action regarding accreditation
May be taken by the Liaison Committee only after concurrence by the
respective Councils. In other cases, the Liaison Committee may take
final action guided by the votes and comments of members of the Councils.

Usually, but not necessarily, one or more members of the team which surveyed
the school will be present when the Liaison Committee considers the team
report.

The action taken by either Council or the Liaison Committee on Medical
Education may be "approval" or "disapproval," and approval may be with
probation or for a specified time or an indefinite tim2.

The conjoint action of the two Councils and the Liaison Committee is
transmitted by the staff to the president of the institution and the
dean of the medical school. At all times, the report is handled by
the accrediting agencies as a confidential document, and the prerogative
for the release of any information from the report resides with the
administrative officials of the institution.

The list of accredited medical schools is published each yeai. in the
Education Number of The Journal of the American Medical Association.
The membership of the Association of Amrican Medical Colleges, which
includes two foreign schools not accredited by the Liaison Committee,
is listed in the annual directory of that organization.
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Canadian schools of medicine are surveyed and accredited in the same
manner as United States schools except that one or two Canadian educators
are added to the visiting team. Canadian schools hold affiliate (non-voting)institutional membership in the Association of American Medical Colleges.

APPEAL

An appeal from an accrediting decision may be made to each of the Councils.The Council on Medical Education has final authority for its accrediting
actions within the American Medical Association. Within the Association
of American Medical Colleges, final responsibility rests with the ExecutiveCouncil except in cases of disapproval. Since disapproval is accompanied

. by removal from membership in the Association of American Medical Colleges,
it requires recommendation and justification of the Executive Council and
the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the Assembly members present at anannual or special meeting.

REACCREDITATION

An effort is made to visit medical schools at approximately seven-year
intervals. Provision may be made for more frequent visits to suit theneeds of the schools and the accrediting agencies.

COSTS

All costs of advice, consultation, evaluation, and accreditation of
medical education leading to the Doctor of Medicine degree are borneby the two parent organizations, not the institution. Team members
are reimbursed for their expenses, and the secretary for the team
receives an honorarium for his effort in preparing the written report.

The work of the Council on Medical Education is financed by the AmericanMedical Association and the work of the Executive Council of the Asso-ciation of American Medical Colleges is fir.tanced by the Association. TheLiaison Committee on Medical Education is supported jointly by the twoagencies.

RELATIONS WITH REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

The Liaison Committee's schedule of proposed visits is made available tothe regional accrediting associations. Where the regional associationis evaluating an institution during the same year, an effort is made tocorrelate the survey of the medical school with that of the parentinstitution.

1.A Histoa of the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the 
American Medical Association, 1904-1959. American Medical Association

2
"About the Association," Association of American Medical CollegesDirectory, 1964, page 13._
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LIAISOV COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION I

EVEN- NUMBERED YEARS:

2530 Ridge Avenue

Evonston, Illinois 60201

ACCREDITING .ApENCY

ODD . NUMBERED YEARS:

535 North Dearborn S.?reet

Chicago, Illinois 60610

The Council on Medical Education of the American
Medical Association and the Executive Council of the
Association of American Medical Colleges separately
and conjointly serve as the accrediting agencies for
medical education leading to the first professional
degree. Through the Liaison Committee on Medical
Education these two sponsoring agencies are recog-
nized by the National Commission on Accrediting.

To be accredited, a medical school must be approved

by the Council on Medical Education, by the Executive
Council of the Association of American Medical Col-
leges, and by the Liaison Committee on Medical Edu-
cation. Accreditation is granted on the finding of a
sound educational program as a result of a survey
conducted jointly by both Councils through the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education.

Liaison Committee on Medical Education: ..............

The Liaison Committee consists of twelve

members, six from each sponsoring Council.

The chairmanship of the Committee

alternates annually between the

chairmen of the two Councils, while

the duties of Committee secretary

are handled by an executive officer

of the corresponding Council.

to devetop new medical schools and for those schools

that are in need of and request assistnnce.

Council_on ca I Education of the American Medical
Association: "1 he 10-member Council on Medical
Education, one of four standing committees of the
house of Dele:,.;tites of the AMA, has a.; its mop,t impor-

tant funct on -the development and maintenance of high
standards of medical education in college preparation
for medical study, in the medical school, in the in-
ternship and residency, and in postgraduate continu-

3

ing education of the profession, ...as well as edilco-
don in the fields allied to medicine."1 Organized by
the AMA in 1904, the Council began inspecting medical
schools in 1906, assisted in the Carnegie Foundation
study of 1909 which.rcsulted in the "Flexner Report,"
assumed responsibility for registering hospitals from
1929 to 1954, for approving examining boards in medi-
cal specialties since 1933, and for approving schools
in the allied medical services since 1936. The Coun-
cil publishes annually a report on medical eddcation
in the United States, a list of appeoved internship and
residency programs, a list of contirfuing education
courses for physicians, lists of approved schools in
several allied medical services, and national medical
licenser: statistics. its professional staff and offices
are located at fte American Medical Associot mm, 5:.Irs
North renr:7,orn Street, Chicago, Illinois 6061 ..!.

The six representatives on the Liaison

Committee of the Council on Medical

Education consist of the Chairman of the

Council, and five members chosen at large.

0:::xecutive_Counci1 .of the Association of America_n
.Medical_Collctges: The Association of American Nled -
cal Colleges was first organized in 1876 and rc-
organized in 1890. It published its first ILA of int_m-
ber 'schools in 1896. The objectives of the Association
arc to encourage:

(1) The improvement and advancer:tent of medi Cal
education by developing incrensingly effectiv.s
moans of selecting the most able stuck.nts for the
study of medicine, (2) Experimentation in cur-
riculum develcpment and teaching in.2the,.!,s,
(3) Studies and programs airned at improving the
tability of students to learn arid teachers to teach,
(4) Efforts to in the hospital and broaden
the influence of continuing medical education, ...
(6) The development of the knowledge and leader-
ship necessary to provide for the long-range
progress an1 stability of medical education, and
(7) The crent]ng and maintenance of effective
avennos of COMMUlliCOLion bev.veen medical edit-
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cators* and between' medical educators and the •
American public.2

The Association sponsors the Medical College Admis-
sion Test, conducts teaching institutes, undertakes
studies of medical students and fiscal. and adminis-
trative operations of medical schools, and publishes
the Journal of Medical Education. Its executive offi-
ces are located at 2530 Ridge Avenue, Evanston,
Illinois 60201, and at 1501 New Hampshire Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

To be re-written by AAMC except for next
to last sentence to be re-written as
follows:

Approval of a medical school by the
Executive Council of the Association
carries with it eligibility for membershipin the Association. The six representativesfrom the Executive Council on the LiaisonCommittee are the chairman, chairman-elect,two members from the Council of Deans andone each from thesCouncils of AcademicSocieties and Teaching Hospitals.

•
•

_stages of organization and cteveioi nnem.

PURPOSES OF ACCi:,.76ITINO

The accrediting process serves to maintain and pro-
mote improved standards of medical education. The
findings of the accrediting organizations have been
used to establish ndnimum standards by various gov-
ernment agencies, by professional societies, and by
other organizations having working relationships with
physicians.

One of the most important functions of accredita-
tion of medical schools is to establish standards for
medical education for the guidance of legally estab-
lished licensing bodies in the 50 states, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, Guam, and
the Virgin Islands. In each instance, the licensing
body, in accordance with law or regulations, utilizes
the decision regardin,*, ac.creclitre.io.1 one or morec7- ea% raN et 0 Iraq •of the accrediting agencies. 2o boards
require/ applicants for licensure to be graduates
of medical schools approved by the Council on Medi-
cal Education; two boards required membership in
the Association of American Medical Colleges, and
20 boards specifie.d both approval by the Council and
membership in the Association.

DEVELO PLiFfl 0; P 0 11 CI 7S

The Liaison Committee on Medi'cal lAluc.ation and its
two sponsoring organizations operate under compre-

-ro 44.060EP

hensive statements of standards which have been ap-
provtd by the House of Delegates of the American
Medical Association and the institutional membership
of the Association of American MedicalColleges. The
statement, "Functions and Structure of a Modern
Medical School," was approved in 1957 and the com-
panion statement for two-year schools, "Functions
and Structure of a Modern School. of Basic Medical
Sciences," was approved in 1958. These statements
of principle are the evolutionary outgrowth of continued
study by both organizations over a period of years.

The Liaison Committee and its parent Councils are
currently engaged in a study of their accrediting func-
tions and procedures, aimed at altering them to meet
present and future needs more effectively. (A

)

Consideration is being given particularly to
conducting the survey visits in conjunction
with representatives of agencies responsible
for surveying and accrediting activities in
graduate and continuing education, areas with
which the Liaison Committee has not in the
past concerned itself. This may lead to
broadening the role of the Liaison Committee
to encompass more completely the field of
medical education, but currently the Liaison
Committee limits its role in accreditation
to that phase of medical education leading to
the first professional degree.

To M37/51:06) 4-S SAID Ceri-a-D
, The two organizations encourage
experimentation throughout medical
education — pre—medical, undergraduate
medical, graduate and continuing edu—
cation — and experimentation is proceeding
actively° One of the aims of such experi—
mentation is a higher degree of integration
of these'various phases of medical education

\J3

through programs of graduate education includisg
residency 1.1„-aining.

Among the criteria -of interest to both organizations
in accreditation are (1) the objectives of a medical
school program in light of the AAMC 1953 statement,
"The Objectives of Undergraduate Medical Educa-
tion," (2) the organization and administration of the
medical school, which should be incorporated as a
nonprofit thstitution, and, if possible, as part of a
university, (3) the appointment, coirTetenee, and
organization of the faculty, including the attendine staff
of a general hospital for clinical teaching, (t) stuJnt
services and admissions policies,

Nrasali/siMeira===iXES.r=2:"

Vrearia"-iiegitla. (5) facilities, includii the
medical library, and (6) the educational progrAin.
"No rigid curriculum can be prescribed for accan-
pushing objectives of medicaleducion," accord-
lug to tlic statement, I-Rit a four-yea r curriculum sno,ild
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.contain 'edac:ation in human anatomy, biochemistry,
physiology, microbiology, pharmacology, pathologI,
clinical laboratory diagnosis, physical diagnosis,

• 
 in-

term medicine, pediatrics, ohm:Cries and gynecology,
preventive medicine and public health, psychiatry,
radiology, and surgery, as well as medical ethics,
legal medicine, }Aosta tistics, and med ica 1 genetics, and
a consideration of social, emotional, and environ-

However, the medical curriculum is going through

a period of major redesign and offerings fitted

for the individual needs of each student can be
expected to be found with increasing frequency

in the near future.

sciences must, in part, be
conditioned by the general pattern of the

first two.year curriculum of four—year

schools." Recent developments in medical

education have introduced more clinical

teaching early in the curriculum, have

integrated the entire four years more than

formerly and have blurred the previously

sharp line between the first two and second

forms serves as a record for the school and the re-
maining four are completed and returned to the L ia i eon
Committee at least four weeks prior to the date of the

addition, copies of the school bulletin, re-
d schedules are made available to the mem-

• e survey team when appropriate.

•tiniG TEAM

visiting team usually consists of four members,
of whom are representatives of the Association

TO PP ED
One Or more members may be added to

the team in response to special pro—

blems of the institution being visited.

Liaison Committee designates one of the senior
two years of the medical 'curriculum. These .ica I educators on the team as chairman and spokes-
developments have complicated the problems of I for the team while at the institution. It appoints

the two—year school and complicated the

smooth transfer of the student from a two—

year to a four—year school. The program of

the two year school should be structured

primarily to provide students with an oppor—

tunity to acquire a sound background in the

basic medical sciences and an introduction

to the major clinical disciplines.
1LJi Ii.JL L.i, it alb° wnen

its first students are in the second. year of the pro-
gram. Favorable action in this survey results in
"provisional approval," which has the effect Of assur-
ing stUdents, the school, and other organizations that
the school is providing acceptable training up to that
point. During the fourth year, a definitive formal
survey is conducted. Favorable action at this time
indicates that the school has met minimum standards
for- its entire four-year period of training. Provision
is made for more frequent surveys azi necessary.

:her member as team setqta ry to make the
inary arrangements with the school, write the ini-
draft of the report, and, together with the chair-

m, coordinate the activities of the team at the time
he visit. The secretary and a majority of the other
n members will invariably have had prior survey
erience.

THE VISIT

The visit usually takes three to four days. While a
pattern for the visit is provided, the team and the
school are encouraged to alter the suggested schedule
to provide flexibility and to meet the needs of the team
and the school. The visit usually begins with a con-
ference among the members of the team and the dean
for general orientation and discussion of special
problems of administration.

.The survey schedule of the Liaison Committee is The team as a whole frequently conductsdepartmental
planned on a yearly basis with due consideration_of visits on a 30- to 60-minute schedule. These depart-

• the need to survey all schools over a period oftivItst mental visits may be conducted with the depa .ramantal
Cer..,:79 years and with special consideration. of *par-
ticular institutional needs as identified by the school
itself or by 'previous accrediting- action of the sponsor-
ing Councils. When a school is to be included in the
Survey, a representative of the Liaison Committee
establishes with the dean mutually satisfactory dates
for the visit, including a final conference with the
chief executive officer of the parent institution.

At least three months prior to the scheduled visit,
five sets of the survey questionnaire Wm are sent
to the medical school. Each of the major departments
is expected to submit data along with more general
incoerreirion compiled by the dean's. office. One set of

chairman and, according to his desires and those of
the team, with members of his staff. These visits are
concerned primarily with curriculum, teaching meth-
ods, staff, and facilities, but also cover service, re-
search, and graduate education especially as they have
importance for the undergraduate medical student
program.

The team usually makes a special effort, often during
lunch hours, to meet with a representative group of
students and with junior members of the faculty. They
may also hold conferences, where appropriate, with
representatives of other interested or related organi-
zations such as the local or state medicalaseociation.

3
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At the end of the visit the team confers
Me administrative. officers of the sch,
rent institution, orally indicating to t.
of the principal findings and recommer

THE TEAM upenr •

Subsequently the team prepares a written report con-
taining comments on the -school's strengths and weak-
nesses, suggestions for improvement, and recommen-
dations to the sponsoring Councils regnrdingaccredi-
tation. Copies. are submitted to the chief adminis-
trative officer of the institution, to members of the
Couneil on Medical Education, and to the Executive
Council of the Association of American Medical Col-
leges for their comments, criticisms, arid votes re-
garding accreditation.

ACTION ON THE IIliPORT

Currently the survey report is reviewed individually
by each inember of the two Councils, who submits his
comments and vote to the executive officer of his re-
spective organization.' • .*13smicressviiiimainiso

If accreditation is questioned by
.any member of either Council, or if
the school has been in a status of
probation

ins Liaison t_.ommittee on MCCI1CHL riltut-aLIVIIelli L II:t Vc,
'the-benefit of discussion and recommendation of their
own Council for subsequent discussion in the Liaison

--Committee. In these cases, final action regarding
.accreditation may be taken by the Liaison Committee
only after concurrence by the respective Councils. In
other cases, the Liaison Committee may take final
action guided by the votes and comments of members
of the Councils.

Usually, but not necessarily, one or more members
of the team which surveyed the school will be present
when the Liaisen Committee considers the team report.

The action taken by either Council or the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education may be "approval"

VISITING
TEAM

,,,inrovaL" and approval may be i..;i6=6ezczaxi=z

! the twoCouncils and the Liaison
itted by the staff to the frfesident

_....I the dean of the medical school.
At all times, the report is handled by the accrediting
agencies as a confidential document, and the pre-
rogative for the release of any informat1on from the
report resides with the administrative officials of
the institution.

The list of accredited medical schools is published.
each year. in the Education Number of The Journal of
the _American .Medical. Association. 'Die meiriber:-Thip
of the Association of American Medical Colleges, which
includes two foreign schools not accredited by the
Liaison Committee, is listed in the annual directory
of that organization.

Canadian schools of medicine are surveyed and ac-
credited in the same manner as United States schools
except that one or two Canadian educators are added
to the visiting team. Canadian schools hold affiliate
(non-voting) institutional membership in the Associa-
tion.cif American Medical.Colleges.

APPEAL

An appeal from an accrediting decision may he made
to each of the Councils: The Council on Medical Edu-
cation has final authority for its accrediting actions
within the American Medical Association. Vdthin the
Association of American Medical Colleges, final rc-
gnnni hi I itv rnsztR with rho T vnrilt itro r 11,-; 1

Since disapproval is accompanied by re-
moval from membership in the Association
of American Medical Colleges, it requires
recommendation and justification of the
Executive Council and the affirmative vote
of two-thirds of the Assembly and two-thirds
of the Assembly members present at an annual
or special meeting.

--------
agencies.

[ INDIVIDUAL MEMEIE Ft S OF 
,,,,...........-‘,..avm,==-Ar.. • , ....,.

AAMC EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
. approval

vote by mail on continued

(C4!=j11•41...

meet to discuss'-'i\

---'--4.S.,,T L

4 reports on any action
Councils iii•Ortict delegat%program other th.m  ____________________ .......___.

-

continued approval .71 AMA COUNCIL ON MEDICAL EDUCATION

...trawl 
v.:news:mg:arra:, r.,,,a 

gry..roas,arzoary,x-esawny. r,rs4rn-, 
_sr, v 0 Irt-7b r:--,,,,gcmc

mail on continued approval
• INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF AMA

COUNCIL ON MEDICAL EDUCATION

AAMC EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
LIAISON

COM NI ITTE E
ON MEDICAL
EDUCATION

0

4
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COSTS

All costs of advice, Consultation, evaluation, and ac-creditation Of medical education leading to the Doctorof Medicine degree are borne by the two parent or-ganizations, not the institution. Team members are
'reimbursed for their expenses, and the secretary forthe team receives an honorarium for his effort inpreparing the written report.

(t)

RELATIONS WITH REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

The Liaison Committee's schedule of proposed visit:.4is made available to the regional accreditingassoci.t-tions.

The work of the Council on Medical Education :he regional association is evaluating an institu-
'mg the same year, an effort is made to corre-is financed by the American Medical Associ-

ation and the work of the Executive Council

of the Association of American Medical Colleges

Is financed by the Association. The Liaison
Committee on Medical Education is supported
jointly by the two agencies.

survey of the medical school with that of the
institution.

Mrs"t7:60 ;r7A1--P!Tf7rjr.1..2"aar"AZ.nalag-lisk,-,e ...tr7-77-ril 
11=1:16,

History_of the Council on Medical Education and llosp.itals of the American Medical Associa-tion, 1904-1959. American Medical Association, n.d., page 47.2"About the Association," -Association of American Medical Colleges Directory, 1964, page 13.

Prepared and distributed by the Notional Cornrni-;sion on Accrcliting1785 Massochu:;ei•ts Avenue, N.W., Washingio.n, D.C. 20936
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Functions and Structure of a

MODERN SOW L
OF

BASIC MEDICAL SUMS

Statement Prepared through
Collaboration with

Council on Medic I Ethcai©n
nd Hospitals

American Niedic.1 Association

and the

Association of American Medic .l
Colleges

Approved by the House of Delegates of
the American Medical Association

December 1958

and the

Association of American Medical
Colleges

October 1950
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Functions and Structure of a Modern

School of Basic Medical Sciences

I. Introduction

The Association of American Medical Colleges ..and the
Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the Ameri-
can Medical Association believe that two-year schools of
Basic Medical Sciences under appropriate circumstances
can make now and for the foreseeable future significant
contributions to the established goals of medical educa-
tion in the United States.
The increasing demands for medical services of a rapidly

expanding and changing society can be served most effec-
tively both by the development of new educational facilities
in medicine and by the most efficient utilization of those
facilities already in existence. Because of the early attri-
tion of students and the ability of clinical facilities to
accommodate greater numbers of students than basic sci-
ence facilities, existing four-year schools can accept 300
to 400 more students for the last two medical school years
than are presently enrolled.
The development of several new schools of basic medical

sciences could result in the addition of more than 300
medical graduates annually. This increment would be ob-
tained at least cost under these circumstances because of
the lower capital and operating expenses of two-year pro-
grams and the more efficient utilization of already existing
facilities for the last two medical school years. Students
satisfactorily completing such two-year programs in the
past have been successful in transferring to the third. year
classes of four-year institutions.

The initiation of new two-year programs should offer
interesting and effective opportunities for furthering a closer
and more meaningful relationship between liberal edUcation
and early education in medicine. The faculty and facilities
of the basic medical sciences would add breadth and depth
in biological disciplines important to much of the overall
university program. One such significant feature would be
the development of graduate degree programs in these sci-
ences for the education of future teachers and investigators.

In view of these facts, the Association of American Medi-
cal Colleges and the Council on Medical Education and
Hospitals of the American Medical Association wish to en-
courage universities with the necessary resources to estab-
lish new programs in medical education which would offer
the first two years of the four-year medical course. These
two organizations stand ready to consult with universities
considering such a development.

It is intended that the following material be used as a
guide in the development of two-year basic medical sci-
ence programs with the hope that it may assist in attaining
medical education of ever higher standards. Experience
indicates that these are best nurtured in an environment
in which there is not excessive concern with standardiza-
tion. The concepts expressed here will serve as general but
not specific criteria in the school accreditation program.
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•

lowever. it is tirged that this document not be inter-
preted ;is an obstacle to soundly conceived experimentation
In medical edocation including its administrative patterns.

While the terms "school" and "dean" appear throughout
this statement, this is not done with the intention of placing
sharp limitations around the manner in which a university
May approach the development of a program offering the
first two years of the medical curriculum. These arc days
of rapid growth in the breadth and depth of the knowledge
important to medicine. As a consequence, if a university
should wish to develop a program in the basic medical
sciences within the framework of existing liberal arts and
graduate resources, even relating this program to others
in the social, biological and related physical sciences, the
Council on Medical Education and Hospitals and the Asso-
ciation of American Medical Colleges will look upon such
with great, albeit critical interest. The objectives of such
an arrangement must be to raise educational standards as
well as to conserve and make for the more effective and effi-
cient use of faculty and physical resource.

IL The Responsibilities and Objectives of a School
of the Basic Medical Sciences

As an institution of higher education, a school of the
basic medical sciences has in common with four year medi-
cal schools three inherent responsibilities which are so
closely related as to be inseparable.

I. It should provide for its students the opportunity to
acquire a sound education in the sciences basic to medicine
and should foster the development of lifelong habits of
scholarship.

2. It should contribute to the advancement of knowledge
through research.

3. It should contribute to the development of teachers,
investigators and practitioners.
By virtue of its university orientation or as a result of

the clinical facilities and personnel available, a .school of
the basic medical sciences should assume additional re-
sponsibilities such as those listed below to the degree that
its resources permit without weakening its basic program:

1. Leadership in. the development of adequate oppor-
tunities for the continuing education of practicing physicians.

2. Professional service to patients primarily to fulfill its
educational and research obligations.

3. Participation in tho educational programs of other
Professions in the health field, such as dentistry, nursing,
and pharmacy, as well as in selected areas of the general
university program.

4. Training of technical personnel in paramedical fields.
The School should develop a clear definition of its total

objectives. When these objectives are clearly defined, they
should be .made familitir to faculty and students alike, so
that efforts of all will be directed toward their achievement.
A statement of "The Objectives of Undergraduate Medi-

2

cal Education" has been prepared by the A y,(icialiini of
American Medical Colleges. It i.s believet I that this can
well serve as the basis for a definiLon of this portion of
the overall objective of A school of the basic medical sci-
ences and is reproduced in part below. The full statement
can be found in the Journal of Medical Education (2857-
59, March, 1953):
"Undergraduate medical education must provide a solid

foundation for the future physician's development. It should
not aim at presenting the complete, detailed, systematic
body of knowledge concerning each and every medical
and related discipline. Rather, it must provide the setting
in which the student can learn fundamental principles
applicable to the whole body of medical knowledge, estab-
lish habits of reasoned and critical judgment of evidence
and experience, and develop an ability to use these prin-
ciples and judgments wisely in solving problems of health
and disease.
"Undergraduate medical education cannot achieve these

aims if the student is relegated to a passive role. It must
provide incentive for active learning on the part of the
student. This can best be done by giving him definite
responsibility in real day-to-day problems of health and
disease. This responsibility must,Fo. course, in. carefully
graded to the student's ability and experience and must be
exercised under careful guidance by the faculty.
"Given incentive to learn and guidance toward tin, grasp

of principles, with the problems of health and disease as a
frame for reference, the student will build the necessary
foundation for his career in medicine, be it practice (gen-
eral or limited), teaching..research or administration.
"In working toward this fundamental objective, under-

graduate medical schools must strive to help the student
to: acquire basic professional knowledge; establish essen-
tial habits; attain clinical and social skills necessary to
the best utilization of that knowledge; and develop those
basic intellectual attitudes, and ethical or moral principles
which are essential if he is to gain and Maintain the con-
fidence and trust of those whom he treats, the respect of
those with whom he works and the support of thy, com-
munity in which he lives.

"These . . . aims are obviously not distinctly separable,
but are mutually interdependent. Altogether they sum-
marize the desirable characteristics of the responsible pro-
fessional person medical education is attempting to produce."
Though a school of basic medical sciences provides only

half of the four medical school years, the objectives of
the two year school should emtvace the foregoing rather
than be undesirably limited. Whether he be in a two-year
school of the medical sciences or in a four-year medical
school, the medical student is essentially a student at the
graduate level who benefits most from an educational pro-
gram having such an orientation.

III. Organization and Administration

A. Governing Body.—A school of the basic medical sci-

3
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ences is conceived as an integral part of a university which
alone can provide the milieu and support required for
medical stitch'.

Officers and faculty of the school should be appointed
by the. University Board of Trustees. In. keeping with gen-
erally accepted principles of administration, it is usually
not .desirable for a member of the board of trustees to
serve simultaneously as an administrator or a member of
the faculty of the school of basic medical sciences.
The manner in which the school is expected to con-

duct its affairs, including the responsibilities and privileges
of administrative officers, faculty, and students should be
clearly indicated in bylaws approved for the school itself or
adequately presented in the bylaws of the parent university.
B. Administrative Officers of the School.—There should

be Competent supervision of the school of basic medical
sciences by the dean or other executive officer who, by
training .and experience, is qualified to provide leadership
in interpreting high standards in medical education, and
who has sufficient authority to implement such standards.
The dean should have the respect and support of the
faculty and ready access to the university president and
ether officials. The establishment and maintenance of a
congenial and productive relationship with the local . medi-
cal profession is desirable and important to the school and
the profession. It can be best assured through discussions
of mutual problems by representatives of the school and
practicing profession.

Because of the diverse and heavy responsibilities placed
upon the dean or executive officer, assistance by suitably
qualified persons should be provided. In some schools, for
example, there is an assistant dean who devotes major at-
tention to student affairs. In the conduct of the fiscal affairs
of the school. the dean should have the assistance of a
capable business officer.

C. Faculty Organization.—The faculty should be or-
ganized into suitable departments representing those areas
Or disciplines with a major responsibility in the teaching
program. It is to be noted that this is primarily an ad-
ministrative convenience; it should not form the sole basis
for structuring the curriculum. Each such department should
have a voice, through appropriate committees of the faculty,
in the administration Of the academic affairs of the school.
Foremost among these should be an executive committee
of the faculty Composed primarily of the responsible ad-
ministrative officials and the chairmen of those departments
which have a major role in the education program. In a
school of basic medical sciences usually these would be
Anatomy, Physiology, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Pharma-
cology and Pathology. The clinical areas of Medicine, Sur-
gery. Pediatrics, Obstretics-Cynecology. Psychiatry, and
Preventive Medicine and Public Health may be represented
singly or as combined areas. In the latter instance, con-
sideration. should be given to allowing a reasonable voice to
clinical viewpoints in the committee's major function of
determining, with the dean. medical school policies for con-
sideration, where indicated, by higher university authority.

It is recognized that the clinical disciplines in it school
of the basic medical sciences have quantitatively less re-
sponsibility in the total program of the school than do the
clinical departments of a four-year medical school. lii con-
sequence, it is possible that the clinical departmentalization
of the school of basic medical sciences might follow a dif-
ferent pattern than of having a separate department for
each major clinical field, as is the case with four-year
medical schools.
There should be such additional committees of the faculty

as admissions, promotions, curriculum, postgraduate medi-
cal education, library, and others needed to serve the wel-
fare of the school.
The entire faculty should meet one or more times annually

to provide an opportunity for all faculty members to be-
come acquainted with and to discuss school policies and
practices.

Nominations for faculty appointments should originate
in the faculty under the leadership of the dean. Commonly,
nominations for appointments at the lower academic ranks
are made by the head of the department concerned, after
thorough discussions of the nominees by the entire depart-
ment. At the professorial and associate professorial levels
this procedure may be profitably supplemented or sup-
planted by the appointment of a nominating committee
composed of members of several departments, whose stand-
ing and judgment are generally unquestioned. Recommenda-
tions are made to the faculty executive committee and dean
who, in turn, recommend to the president and board of
trustees through esablished administrative channels.
D. Finances.—Experience has established that a school of

the basic medical sciences cannot successfully carry out
its many activities solely on the income derived from stu-
dent fees. Furthermore, certain of these activities are not
directed primarily to the education of the medical student
and he should not be expected to support them. To fulfill
its obligation adequately a school of the medical sciences
should have other substantial sources of revenue.
Each department within the school should prepare its

budget in consultation with the dean, who is ultimately
responsible for the total budget and its presentation to the
proper authority.

XV. Faculty
The school should have a competent staff with demon-

strated interest and ability in teaching and research. Such
dual activity by the faculty is most likely to provide the
educational milieu appropriate in a modern school of the
basic medical sciences as well as to carry out hest its ob-
jectives and responsibilities.

Reasonable security of tenure and possibility of advance-
ment should be assured in order that the personnel of the
faculty may have adequate stability.

The faculty in the basic science disciplines should be
almost entirely on a full time basis. The number of such
instructors in each basic science department should be suffi-
cient to meet the requirements of the educational program as
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well as allow adequate time for research by each instructor.
The ratio of full time bask science teachers to students may
vary in different departments and different schools, de-
pending on course content, educational methods, the na-
ture and extent of research activities and other factors.
In addition, there should be a nucleus of faculty, ade-

quately representing clinical interests, who have as their
major responsibility the planning and supervision of the
clinical aspects of the teaching program, its relationship
to the basic medical sciences, as well as the conduct of re-
search. The size of this nucleus and the specific clinical
fields represented will depend, among other factors, on the
number of physicians qualified. and available to serve as part
time and volunteer staff in the major clinical disciplines
which will have significant teaching responsibility. Close con-
tact of medical students with clinical teachers as the latter
relate themselves to patients in a hospital setting will aid in
the inculcation of the ethics and ideals of medicine at an
early stage in the students' career.
Modern trends in medical education have resulted in

interdigitation of teaching in basic science and clinical areas,
so that the. latter occurs to a significant degree and in the
first two years of the curriculum. Similarly, .basic science
and •clinical faculty members find a close and continuing
relationship of great benefit in their research efforts. These
desirable trends should find expression in a school of basic
medical sciences to prevent it from being simply a "pre-
clinical- institution.

Recognition of the value of intimate teacher-student rela-
tionships and widespread use of methods favoring an active
role for the student in his own education have decreased
dependence on didactic exercises. Increasing use has also
been made of interdepartmental teaching. These factors
have tended to increase the size of the instructional staff.

V. Students

The admission of students to a school of the basic medical
Sciences should he the responsibility of a committee of the
faculty. Decisions regarding admission should be based not
only on satisfactory prior scholastic accomplishment but
also on such factors as personality and emotional character-
istics, motivation, industry, resourcefulness, and health. Eval-
tuition of these factors should be developed through per-
sonal interviews, college records of academic and non-aca-
demic activities, results ,of medical college admission tests,
and pertinent letters of recommendation. All records dealing
with admissions should be carefully filed and procedures
periodically reviewed in 4 search for better methods. Of
assistance in this would be the securing of information re-
garding student achievement front the four-year medical
schools to which the students of the two-year school trans-
ferred.

At least three years of college education is required for
most students and four years is recommended as a prepara-
tion for medical study. Only rarely and under exceptional
circumstances will a .medical school be justified in admit-
ting a superior student after two years of college study.

The National Committee of Regional Accrediting Agencies
maintains a listing of institutions of higher education which
have been found to offer commendable educational pro-
grams. (A copy can be obtained by addressing the National
Commission on Accrediting, 1785 Massachusetts Ave., N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.) Prospective medical students should
acquire their preparatory education at a college of arts and
sciences so listed. The admissions committee of a school of
the basic medical sciences should scrutinize with particular
care the qualifications of applicants whose preparatory study
has been done at other institutions.
Because basic knowledge of biology, physics, inorganic

and organic chemistry and human behavior are the founda-
tion stones of medicine, adequate college courses in these
subjects, as well as demonstrated competence in English,
should be required. It is important that any medical college
restrict its admission requirements to this minimum so that
a college student preparing for the study of medicine will
have the opportunity to acquire a broad liberal education
or to study a specific field in depth according to individual
Interest and ability. The complexity of modern medicine
can be served best by physicians who in composite repre-
sent a variety of backgrounds in education and experience.
The number of students who can have an adequate medi-

cal education in the first two years is related to the labora-
tory and clinical facilities available and to the size and
qualifications of the teaching staff (see also: IV. Faculty).
A close personal contact between students and members of
the teaching staff results in a quality of educational experi-
ence that is not possible in an institution where the number
of students is excessive in relation to the staff and facilities.
There should be a system of student records showing

conveniently and in detail the admissions credentials :us well
as the grades or other records of performance in the school,
by means of which an exact knowledge can be obtained re- .
garding each student's work and qualifications. Subjective
evaluations of each student by instructors should be in-
cluded in the student records.
An adequate provision for student counselling should be

in effect. Many schools have an assistant respunsible to the
dean for such counselling.

There should be an active student health service providing
for periodic medical examination and medical care for the
student body. This is important not only in the maintenance
of student health but also because of its inherent educational
values.

VI. Facilities

A school of the basic medical sciences should own or
enjoy the assured use of buildings and equipment adequate
quantitatively and qualitatively to provide an environment
most conducive to productivity of faculty and students in
the fulfillment of the total objectives of the school. If pos-
sible, all of the basic medical sciences should be housed in
a building close enough to the clinical facilities so as to pro-
mote cooperative teaching efforts and allow all departments
ready access to clinical material.
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A well maintained and catalogued medical library that
can be used conveniently and effectively by both students
and faculty is essential to modern medical education. A
trained librarian with experience in medical library work
should be employed to supervise the development and op-
eration -of the library with the advice and assistance of an
active representative committee of the faculty. The library
should receive regularly the leading medical periodicals,
the current numbers of which should be readily accessible.
Adequate arrangements should be made by the librarian
and the faculty to instruct all students in the use of the
library at the beginning of their medical studies.
The school should have the assured use of a number of

hospital beds adequate to meet the clinical needs of the
teaching program. It is essential that the clinical teachers,
either on nomination by the school or by agreement in con-
ference between school and hospital, be appointed by the
hospital trustees to appropriate positions on the hospital
staff so that their direction of the teaching service will be
unquestioned. It is desirable for the teaching hospital to be
in close proximity to the school and it should provide suffi-
cient patients for instruction in physical diagnosis and to in-
troduce students to the clinical study of disease as well as
to illustrate the clinical aspects of the basic medical sciences.
There should be sufficient offices, laboratories, and con-

ference rooms in the basic science facility and either as a
part of or conveniently close to the hospital to meet the
needs of faculty and students.

VII. Educational Program

Before the curriculum, methods and details of an educa-
tional program are determined, the objectives of the pro-
gram should be formulated. The objectives should indicate
clearly that the first .two years of medical education are to
provide the foundation for further education in a four-year
medical -school, in graduate programs, as well as through-
out professional life. There is no objection to the awarding
of an appropriate degree when indicated.
The educational program of a school of the basic medicaf

sciences must, in part. be conditioned by the general pat-.
tern of the first two year curriculum of four-year schools.
However, the program should be structured primarily to pro-
vide students with an opportunity to acquire a sound back-
grimnil in the basic medical science's :Ind an introduction to
tbe major clinical disciplines. Because of the variations
present in the curriculum of different medical schools, any
attempt by a school of basic medical sciences to embrace
the variations present in several four-year medical schools
%%mild lead to a confused preoccupation with coverage of
the details of many subjects. This would hamper the stu-
dents' acquisition of an in of basic principles
upon which they can structure necessary facts and would
inhibit the important development of sound attitudes of self-
education and essential habits of reasoned and critical judg-
ment. .
No rigid curriculum can be prescribed for accomplishing

the objectives of medical education. On the contrary, it is
the responsibility of the faculty of each school continually

to reevaluate its curriculum and to provide in aueordante
with its own particular setting and in recognition of ad-
vances in science a sound and well-integratell editcatiimal
program. Each school should iodize those methock and ap-
proaches that the particular interests and abilities of the
faculty indicate would provide the most effective education
in the framework of the available facilities. The tradition-
ally separate disciplines are finding rewarding educational
and research results in working together co-operatively.
Through the various educational methods and to the es-

tent deemed best by the faculty to accomplish the objectives
of medical education, each school of basic medical sciences
should offer education in the following subjects during the
two-year curriculum:

Human anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, inicinbiology,
pharmacology, general pathology, physical and Libor:miry
diagnosis, as well as an introdoction medicine,surgery, obstetrics-gynecology, pediatrics, psyi hiatry, andpreventive medicine and public health as ;11)prOptialt• liiOw
curriculum of the first two years, fliostatistics and medicalgenetics should be included in the educational program, asalso should an initial consideration tel social, emotional and
environmental factors in health and disease.
The traditional emphasis on lectures, demonstrations and

amphitheater clinics in which the role of the student is
passive has shifted to greater use of individual studeut and
small grotty projects, conferences, seminars, and thi• -casc
method- of (lineation, in all of which tin' studeot actively
participates in his own education, The allotment of some
unscheduled student time in the weekly program to allowfor reading, research or other independent pursuits is de-
sirable.

VIII. Accreditation of Medical Schools

The American Medical Association through its Connedno isledical Education and IfospitaIN and the ofAmerican Medical Colleges through its Ese( utivi• connedserve as the recognized accrediting dgcn, foi niednilschools and for schools of the ba,,ir illydic;t1 5, ii•nt Thoughretaining their individnal identities, Imth groin), work veryclosely in this activity throngli the Liaison Ginanittee
Medical Education, To In. accredited, a si 111111 oinst be
considered approved by the Council on Medical Eihicationand Hospitals and by the Association of American Medical
Colleges. Accreditation is granted on the observance of asound educational program in a survey visit conducted
jointly by both organizations.

It is the intent that newly developing two-year schools
should be surveyed during each of the first two years ofactive existence, with definitive action taken during the
implementation of the second year of the ClIrriculmn.

Existing medical schools are surveyed at regular inter-vals. Every attempt is made to fulfill requests for interimsurveys as a consultant service to the medical schools andschools of basic medical sciences.
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A school to be surveyed is requested to provide basic
information on forms forwarded in advance. After careful
study of this material, a joint survey team visits the school.
On completion of its visit, the survey team confers with the
responsible administrative officials of the school of basic
medical sciences and its parent university, indicating to
them the nature of the major findings and recommendations.
A complete, written report is prepared and considered sep-
arately by the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals
and the Executive Council of the Association of American
Medical Colleges and then jointly by the Liaison Committee
on Medical Education. The action of each group and the
complete report is then transmitted to the school dean and
the university president.

Application for and further information concerning this
process can be obtained from the Secretary, Council on Med-
ical Education and Hospitals, American Medical Association,
535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, or the Executive Director,
Association of American Medical Colleges, 2530 Ridge Ave.,
Evanston, Ill.

10
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I. INTRODUCTION

This statement has been prepared in collabora-
tion, with the Association of American Medical
Colleges and represents the general concepts of
that organization as well as the Council on Medi-
cal Education and Hospitals of the American
Medical Association. It is intended that this ma-
terial be used as a guide with the hope that it
may assist in attaining medical education of ever
higher standards. Experience indicates that these
are best nurtured in an environment in which
there is not excessive concern with standardiza-
tion. The concepts expressed here will serve as
general but not specific criteria in the medical
echo()) accreditation program. However, it is
urged that this document not be interpreted as
an obstacle to soundly conceived experimentation
in medical education.

II. THE RESPONSIBILITIES AND
OBJECTIVES OF A MEDICAL SCHOOL
As an institution of higher education, a medi-

cal school has three inherent responsibilities
which are so closely related as to be inseparable.

1. A medical school should provide for its un-
dergraduate students the opportunity to acquire
a sound, basic education in medicine and should
foster the development of lifelong habits of
scholarship.

2. A medical school should contribute to the
advancement of knowledge through research.

8. A medical school should contribute to the
development of teachers, investigators and prac-
titioners through programs of graduate education
including residency training.
By virtue of its university orientation or as a

result of the clinical facilities and personnel avail-
able, a medical school should assume additional
responsibilities such as those listed below to the
degree that its resources permit without weaken-
ing its basic program:

I. Leadership in the development of adequate
opportunities for the continuing education of
practicing physicians.
2. Professional service to patients primarily

to fulfill its educational and research obligations.
8. Participation in the educational programs

of other professions in the health field, such as
Published originally as "Essentials of an Acceptable Medical

School" and approved by the }10119e of Delegates of the Ameri-
can Medical Association. June. 1910. and revised April. 1918:
March and October. 1927: June. 1933: June. 1934; August, ieRfl;
June. 19311: Dseember. and December. 1951.

—1—
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• dentistry, nursing, and pharmacy, as well as in
selected areas of the general university program.
4. Training of technical personnel in paramed-

ical fields.
A medical school should develop a clear defini-

tion of its total objectives, appropriate to the
needs of the community it is designed to serve
and the resources at its disposal. •When objec-
tives are clearly defined, they should be made
familiar to faculty and students alike, so that ef-
forts of all will be directed toward their achieve-
ment.
A statement of "The Objectives of Undergrad-

uate Medical Education" has been prepared by
the Association of American Medical Colleges.
It is believed that this can well serve as the
basis for a definition Of this portion of the over-
all objectives of a medical school and is repro-
duced in part below. The full statement can be
found in the Journal of Medical Education (28:-
57-59) (March) 1953.)
"Undergraduate medical education must pro-

vide a solid foundation for the future physician's
development. It should not aim at presenting the
complete, detailed, systematic body of knowledge
concerning each and every medical and related
discipline. Rather, it must provide the setting
in which the student can learn fundamental prin-
ciples applicable to the whole body of medical
knowledge, establish habits of reasoned and criti-
cal judgment of evidence and experience, and
develop an ability to use these principles and
judgments wisely in solving problem of health
and disease.
"Undergraduate medical education cannot

achieve these aims if the student is relegated to
a passive role. It must provide incentive for
active learning on the part of the student. This
can best be done by giving him definite responsi-
bility in real, day-to-day problems of health and
disease. This responsibility must, of course, be
carefully graded to the student's ability and ex-
perience and must be exercised under careful
guidance by the faculty.
"Given incentive to learn and guidance toward

the grasp of principles, with the problems of
health and disease as a frame of reference, the
student will build the necessary foundation for
his career in medicine, be it practice (general or
limited), teaching, research or administration.

"In working toward this fundamental objec-
tive, undergraduate medical schools must strive
to help the student to: acquire basic profession-

- 2 —

al imowledge; establish essential habits; attain
clinical and social skills necessary to the best
utilization of that knowledge; and develop those
basic intellectual attitudes, and ethical or moral
principles which are essential if he is to gain
and maintain the confidence and trust of those
whom he treats, the respect of those with whom
he works and the support of the community in
which he lives.
"These . . . aims are obviously not distinctly

separable, but are mutually interdependent. All
together they summarize the desirable character-
istics of the responsible professional person medi-
cal education is attempting to produce."

III. ORGANIZATION AND
ADMINISTRATION

A. Governing Body.—A medical school should
be incorporated as a nonprofit institution, if pos-
sible as a part of a university, since a university
can so well provide the milieu and support re-
quired by a modern medical school.

If not a component of a university, a medical
school should have a board of trustees composed
like that of a university of public spirited men
or women having no financial interest in the
operation of the school or its associated hospitals.
The trustees should serve for fairly long and
overlapping terms.

Officers and faculty of the school should be
appointed by the board of trustees. In keeping
with generally accepted principles of administra-
tion, it is usually not desirable for a member of
the board of trustees to serve simultaneously as
an administrator or a member of the faculty of
the medical school.
The manner in which the medical school is

expected to conduct its affairs, including the re-
sponsibilities and privileges of administrative
officers, faculty, and students should be clearly
indicated in bylaws approved for the medical
school itself or adequately presented in the by-
laws of the parent university.
B. Administrative Officere of the Medical

School.— There should be competent supervision
of the medical school by the dean or other ex-
ecutive officer who, by training and experience,
is qualified to provide leadership in interpreting
high standards in medical education, and who
has sufficient authority to implement such stand-
ards. The dean should have the respect and sup-
port of the faculty and ready access to the uni-

-
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versity president and other officials. The estab-
lishment and maintenance of a congenial and
productive relationship with the local medical
profession is desirable and important to the
school and the profession. It can be best assured
through discussions of mutual problems by rep-
resentatives of the school and practicing pro-
fession.

Because of the diverse and heavy responsibili-
ties placed upon the dean or executive officer,
assistance by suitably qualified persons should
be provided. In many medical schools, for ex-
ample, there is an assistant dean who devotes
major attention to student affairs and another
assistant for administering the postgraduate pro-
gram. In the conduct of the fiscal affairs of the
school, the dean should have the assistance of a
capable business officer.

C. Faculty Organization.—The faculty should
be organized into suitable departments represent•-
ing the major basic science and clinical fields.
It is to be noted that this is primarily an ad-
ministrative convenience; it should not form the
sole basis for structuring the curriculum. Each
Such department should have a voice, through
appropriate committees of the faculty, in the
administration of the academic affairs of the
school. Foremost among these should be an ex-
ecutive committee of the faculty composed pri-
marily of the responsible administrative officials
and the chairmen of those departments which
have a major role in the education program.
Usually these are Anatomy, Physiology, Bio-
chemistry, Microbiology, Pharmacology, Pathol-
ogy, Medicine, Surgery, Pediatrics, Obstetrics-
Gynecology, Psychiatry, and Preventive Medicine
and Public Health. This commonly utilized pat-
tern allows for balance between basic science
and clinical viewpoints in the committee's major
function of determining, with the dean, medical
school policies for consideration, where indicated,
by higher university authority.

There should be such committees of the faculty
as admissions, promotions, curriculum, post-
graduate medical education, library, and others
needed to serve the welfare of the school.

The entire faculty should meet one or more
times annually to provide an opportunity for all
faculty members to become acquainted with and
to discuss medical school policies and practices.

Nominations for faculty appointments should
originate in the faculty under the leadership of

4 —

the dean. Commonly, nominations for appoint-
ments at the lower academic ranks are made by
the head of the department concerned, after
thorough discussions of the nominees by the en-
tire department. At the professorial and the as-
sociate professorial levels this procedure may
be profitably supplemented or supplanted by the
appointment of a nominating committee composed
of members of several departments, whose stand-
ing and judgment are generally unquestioned.
Recommendations are made to the faculty execu-
tive committee and dean who, in turn, recom-
mend to the president and board of trustees
through established administrative channels.
D. Finances.—Experience has established that

a medical school cannot successfully carry out
Its many activities solely on the income derived
from student fees. Purthermore, certain of these
activities are not directed primarily to the ed-
ucation of the medical student and he should
not be expected to support them. To adequately
fulfill its obligation, a medical school should have
other substantial sources of revenue.
Each department within the school should pre-

pare its budget in consultation with the dean,
who is ultimately responsible for the total budget
and its presentation to the proper authority.

W. FACULTY

The school should have a competent staff with
demonstrated interest and ability in teaching
and research. Such dual activity by the faculty
is most likely to provide the educational milieu
appropriate in a modern medical school as well
as best carry out its objectives and responbili-
ties.

Reasonable security of tenure and possibility
of advancement should be assured in order that
the personnel of the faculty may have adequate
stability. Compensation of full time members
of the faculty should be sufficient to enable them
to support themselves and their families.
The number of instructors in each basic sci-

ence and clinical department should be sufficient
to meet the requirements of a modern medical
educational program as well as allow adequate
time for research by each instructor. Full time
teacher-student ratios may vary widely depend-
ing on the course content, educational methods,
research activities, the availability of competent
part time or voluntary staff, and other factors.
Recognition of the values of intimate teacher-

- 5 —
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student relationships and widespread use of
methods favoring the active role of the student
in his own education have decreased dependence
on didactic exercises. Increasing use has also
been made of interdepartmental teaching. These
factors have tended to increase the relative size
of the instructional staff.
The faculty personnel in the basic science dis-

ciplines should be almost entirely on a full time
basis. In the major clinical areas of medicine,
surgery, pediatrics, psychiatry, obstetrics and
gynecology, there should be a nucleus of full time
instructors who have as their major responsi-
bility the planning and supervision of the de-
partment's educational program and the conduct
Of research.

V. STUDENTS
The admission of students to a medical school

should be the responsibility of a committee of the
faculty. Decisions regarding admission should
be based not only on satisfactory prior scholastic
accomplishment but also on such factors as per-
sonality and emotional characteristics, motiva-
tion, industry, resourcefulness, and health. Eval-
uation of these factors should be developed
through personal interviews, college records of
academic and nonacademic activities, results of
medical college admissions tests, and pertinent
letters of recommendation. All records dealing
with admissions should be carefully filed and

• procedures periodically reviewed in a search for
better methods.
At least three years of college education is re-

quired for most students and four years is recom-
mended as a preparation for medical study. Only

• rarely and under exceptional circumstances will a
medical school be justified in admitting a supe-
rior student after two years of college study. The
National Committee of Regional Accrediting
Agencies maintains a listing' of institutions of
higher education which have been found to offer
commendable educational programs. Prospective
medical students should acquire their prepara-
tory education at a college of arts and sciences
so listed and a medical school admissions com-
mittee should scrutinize with particular care the
qualifications of applicants whose preparatory
study has been done at other institutions.
• Because basic knowledge of biology, physics,
inorganic and organic chemistry and human be-
havior are the foundation stones of medicine,

1. A 'copy am be obtained by addressing the National Com-
mission on Accrediting. 1785 Massachusetts Ave. N.W.. Wash-
ington 6. D. C.

— 6 —

adequate college courses in these subjects, as well
as demonstrated competence in English, should be
required. It is important that a medical college
restrict its admission requirements to this mini-
mum so that a college student preparing for the
study of medicine will have the opportunity to
acquire a broad liberal education or to study a
specific field in depth according to individual in-
terest and ability. The complexity of modern
medicine can be best served by physicians who
in composite represent a variety of backgrounds
In education and experience.
Advanced standing may be granted to students

for work done in other medical schools, but only
when a student's previous work is qualitatively
and quantitatively equivalent to that required of
regularly enrolled students, as officially verified
by correspondence with the school previously at-
tended. Because of the diversity and greater
integration of the total curriculum, transfers are
becoming increasingly difficult but usually are
least disruptive of the student's education at
the end of the second year.
The number of students who can have an ade-

quate education in a medical school is related to
the laboratory and hospital facilities available
and to the size and qualifications of the teach-
ing staff (see also: IV. Faculty). A close person-
al contact between students and members of the
teaching staff results in a quality of educational
experience that is not possible in an institution
where the number of students is excessive in
relation to the staff and facilities.
There should be a system of student records

showing conveniently and in detail the admissions
credentials as well as the grades or other records
of performance in the school, by means of which
an exact knowledge can be obtained regarding
each student's work and qualifications. Qualita-
tive evaluations of each student by instructors
should be included in the student records.
An adequate provision for student counseling

should be in effect. Many schools have an assist-
ant responsible to the dean for such counseling.
There should be an active student health ser-

vice providing for periodic medical examination
and medical care for the student body. This is
important not only in the maintenance of stu-
dent health but also because of its inherent ed-
ucational values.

VI. FACILITIES
A medical school should own or enjoy the as-

- 7 —
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sured use of buildings and equipment adequate
quantitatively and qualitatively to provide an
environment most conductive to productivity of
faculty and students in the fulfillment of the
total objectives of the school. If possible, all of
the basic medical sciences should be housed in a
building which adjoins in some manner the clini-
cal facilities so as to promote cooperative teach-
ing efforts and allow all departments ready ac-
cess to clinical material.

A well maintained and catalogued medical li-
brary that can be used conveniently and effec-
tively by both students and faculty is essential
to a modern medical school. A trained librarian
with experience in medical library work should
be employed to supervise the development and
operation of the library with the advice and to-
digtatiett of an active teprOsentathre eottnimittso
of the faculty. The library should receive regu-
larly the leading medical periodicals, the current
numbers of which should be readily accessible.
Adequate arrangements should be made by the
librarian and the faculty to instruct all students
in the use of the library at the beginning of their
medical studies.

The school should own or have the unquestioned
right to appoint the attending staff of a general
hospital for clinical teaching. In the event that
a medical school depends for clinical teaching
on an independent hospital, it is essential that
the clinical teachers, either on nomination by the
school or by agreement in conference betvfeen
school and hospital, be appointed by the hos-
pital trustees to appropriate positions on the hos-
pital staff. The teaching hospitals should be
either adjoining or in close proximity to the
school and should provide sufficient patients to
permit students indiyidually to observe, work
up, and study the progress of the common variety
of medical and surgical cases as well as a fair
number of patients in each of the other major
specialties.

There should be a sufficient number of pa-
tients so that each student on a hospital clerk-
ship can be assigned that number of new cases
of teaching value each week for thorough study
that the faculty judges to be of maximum ed-
ucational value. For example, this may be two
new patients a week in one department or five
new cases weekly in another, depending upon
the orientation, Objectives, and teaching program
of the department concerned. Therefore, no fixed
number of hospital beds or patients per student

— 8 --

can be established because of the variables in-
volved. Medical education should emphasize in-
tensive long term study by each student of rel-
atively fewer patients rather than superficial ob-
servation of many patients.

The school should own or have unquestioned
use of well ordered facilities for the diagnosis,
treatment and follow-up of ambulatory patients.
The attending staff should be drawn from the
faculty including those of senior rank. The num-
ber of new cases per day available to each stu-
dent serving an outpatient clerkship should be
compatible with the educational objectives and
teaching program of the department as well as
the school.

There should be sufficient offices, laboratories,
and conference rooms as a part of or convenient-
ly close to the hospital and outpatient clinical
facilities to meet the needs of faculty and stu-
dents. The hospital floors should provide ade-
quate space and facilities for student clerks to
study their patients.

VII. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Before the curriculum, methods and details
of an educational program can be decided, the
objectives of the program should be formulated.
The objectives should clearly indicate that an

undergraduate medical education provides merely
a sound foundation for further education during
the internship and residency periods, as well as
throughout professional life. Four years of ed-
ucation in medical school is not by itself suf-
ficient to prepare a physician for practice today.
In fact, the yearly advances in medicine demand
that each physician continue his education
throughout his career. It is also obvious that no
physician can master the whole spectrum of
medical knowledge.

No rigid curriculum can be prescribed for ac-
complishing the objectives of medical education.
On the contrary, it is the responsibility of the
faculty of each school continually to reevaluate
its curriculum and to provide in accordance with
Its own particular setting and in recognition of
advances in science a sound and well-integrated
educational program. Each school should utilize
those methods and approaches that the particular
interests and abilities of the faculty indicate
would provide the most effective education in the
framework of the available facilities. The tra-

- 9 —
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ditionally separate disciplines are finding re-
warding educational research results in working
together cooperatively.

Through the various educational methods and
to the extent deemed best by the faculty to ac-
complish the objectives of medical education,
each medical school should offer education in
the following subjects during the four year cur-
riculum:

Human Anatomy, Biochemistry, Physiology,
Microbiology, Pharmacology, Pathology, Clinical
Laboratory Diagnosis, Physical Diagnosis, In-
ternal Medicine, Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology, Preventive Medicine and Public Health,
Psychiatry, Radiology, and Surgery. Specialty
areas in medicine and surgery are best inte-
grated in the teaching of the Major disciplitiss.
Consideration of social, emotional and environ-
mental factors in health and disease is properly
the responsibility of all . clinical departments.
Medical ethics, legal medicine, biostatistica and
medical genetics should be included in the ed-
ucational program.

The traditional emphasis on lectures, demon-
strations and amphitheater clinics in which the
role of the student is passive has shifted to great-
er use of individual student and small group
projects, conferences, seminars, and the "case
method" of education, in all of which the student
actively participates in his own education. The
allotment of some unscheduled student time in
the weekly program to allow for reading, re-
search or other independent pursuits is desirable.
In the clinical years particularly, there is no

substitute for the "case method" of clinical ed-
ucation, in which individual students work up
individual patients under guidance in the hospital
wards and in outpatient clinics. Such assign-
ments should occupy most of the time and energy
of third and fourth year medical students. The
student should be encouraged to feel a genuine
responsibility as part of a team of physicians
studying the patient, and not as a classroom stu-
dent with prescribed hours of work. The stu-
dent's work-up of each case including progress
notes should become part of the hospital's per-
manent record of the case. Such case studies
should serve as the point of departure for inform-
al conferences, rounds, and reading. Lectures and
other didactic exercises cannot replace though
they may supplement bedside learaing.

10 —

VEIL ACCREDITATION OF
MEDICAL SCHOOLS

The American Medical Association through its
Council on Medical Education and Hospitals and
the Association of American Medical Colleges
through its Executive Council serve as the rec-
ognized accrediting agencies for medical schools.
Though retaining their individual identities, both
groups work very closely in this activity through
the'Liaison Committee on Medical Education. To
be accredited, a medical school must be consid-
ered approved by the Council on Medical Educa-
tion and Hospitals and offered membership in
the Association of American Medical Colleges.
This is granted on the finding of a sound ed-
ucational program as a result of a survey con-
ducted jointly by both organizations.

It is the intent that kieWly developing medical
schools should be surveyed during each of the
first four years of active existence. Provisional
accreditation is granted, when the program war-
rants, for the first two years of the curriculum
and definitive action is taken during the imple-
mentation of the fourth year of the curriculum.

Existing medical schools are surveyed at regu-
lar intervals. Every attempt is made to fulfill
requests for interim surveys as a consultant ser-
vice to the medical schools.
A medical school to be surveyed is requested

to provide basic information on forms forwarded
in advance. After careful study of this material,
the survey team of three or four members visits
the medical school for three to five days. On
completion of its visit, the survey team confers
with the responsibile administrative officials of
the medical school and its parent university, in-
cating to them the nature of the major findings
and recommendations. A complete, written report
is prepared and considered separately by the
Council on Medical Education and Hospitals and
the Executive Council of the Association of Amer-
ican Medical Colleges and then jointly by the
Liaison Committee on Medical Education. The
adion of each group and the complete report is
then transmitted to the medical school dean and
university president.

Application for and further information con-
cerning this process can be obtained from the
Secretary, Council on Medical Education and
Hospitals, American Medical Association, 635 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago 10, or the Secretary, Asso-
ciation of American Medical Colleges, 2630 Ridge
Ave., Evanston, Ill.

—11—
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

MINUTES
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL OF DEANS

MEETING

April 9 -L 10, 1969

.DUPONT PLAZA HOTEL
Washington, D.C.

I. Minutes of Meeting, February 8, 1969 

The minutes of the Council of Deans meeting, February 8, 1969, in Chicago
were accepted without change.

Bylaws 

The proposed bylaws of the Council of Deans, which had been drafted by
Drs. Felix and Bostick and re-edited by Dr. Cooper and Miss Littlemeyer,
were discussed in general terms.

ACTION: It was agreed that the proposed draft of bylaws
would be circulated to the members of the Council
of Deans in advance and discussed at the meeting
on May 9,

III. Appropriations for Student Loans 

The problems that will be produced by the proposed reduction in the
appropriations for student loans were discussed to a limited extent,
and it was agreed that the Committee on Federal Health Programs sh9uld take
up this matter.

IV. National Service for Medical Graduates

The proposal that all medical graduates be obligated for two years of
Federal service in the armed forces, the Peace Corps, Vista, or other
programs to be established, to provide services in areas of need, and that
a matching plan be used so that the preference of the individual for what
type of Federal service, and at what stage in his post-M.D. education
could be matched with the needs of the various programs, was discussed in
general terms. Several members of the committee indicated their support
of the idea and their belief that it would be wise for the AAMC to take
a position favoring this development and to make that position publicly
known. No opposition to the idea was expressed.
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ACTION: It was agreed that this item should be on the
agenda for the meeting of the Council of Deans
on May 9.

V. Agenda for the May Meeting of the Council of Deans 

After discussion, it was agreed that the following items would make up
the agenda for the meeting of the Council of Deans in May:

1. Report from Students
Since the AAMC made a grant to partially support the SAMA's
Conference on Medical Education, a representative of the
organization will be asked to present a report on the confer-
ence. There was discussion of the desirability of also asking
a representative of SHO and a representative of the SAMA to
also make reports to the Council of Deans. The final decision
on that point was left in the hands of the chairman of the
Council of Deans.

2. Report from Federal Officials
Dr. Robert Marston, the Director of the National Institutes of
Health, will be asked to make a relatively short presentation
to be followed by a period of questions and answers. There was
also some agreement on the desirability of inviting Dr. Joseph
English, the Director of the Health Services and Mental Health
Administration, to address the Council.

3. Report from Executive Council
Dr. Robert Glaser, Chairman, will report for the Council.

4. Report from Committee on Federal Health Programs
Dr..Carl Chapman, Chairman of the committee, will report for
the committee.

5. Bylaws of the Council of Deans
The draft of bylaws will be distributed in advance and will
be brought up on the agenda for information and discussion,
bUt not for action at the May meeting.

6. Other Business
Since the southern and midwestern regional meetings will take
place during April, the chairmen of those regions will be asked
to make reports. If the other regions hold meetings before
May 9, the chairmen of those regions will be asked to make a
report also.

VI. Correspondence with Dr. Galletti - Discouragement of Innovation by
the Accreditation Process

Correspondence between Dr. Galletti of Brown University and Drs. Anlyan
and Smythe had been distributed in advance. Discussion brought out the

-2-
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fact that Brown University has, indeed, developed an innovative program
In that institution, the accrediting visits have actively encouraged
the innovation, and have not been an inhibiting factor. But it was
agreed that the accrediting process can be a strong influence toward
conformity, and that it is important that continuous effort be made to
gee that it is not. It was pointed out also that the site visits in
connection with applications for construction grants have been a stronger
Influence toward conformity than the accreditation process. A good bit
of care has been invested in the selection of individuals to make accred-
itation visits, and this needs to be done continuously. There have been
fruitful discussions between the staff of the AAMC, the AMA, and the
staff of the Health Manpower Division, and these also need to be continued.

There was general agreement that it will be useful to plan for an afternoon
session during the annual meeting devoted to the process of accreditation,
site visitation, and institutional development. It is hoped that this
session will attract some of the Federal officials involved in site
visitation, as well as others, and that it will emphasize the importance
of developing sound new patterns of medical education.

VII. Date of Next Meeting 

It was agreed that the Executive Committee of the Council of Deans will
have a breakfast meeting in the Washington Hilton Hotel on June 25, just
prior to the next meeting orthe Executive Council.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
2530 RIDGE AVENUE EVANSTON. ILLINOIS 60201

1346 CONNECTICUT AVE.. N.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20036

April 16, 1969

CHEVES McC. SMYTHE, M.D.
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

EVANSTON. ILLINOIS

TO: Executive Committee - Council of Deans

EVANSTON: 312: 320-9505

WASHINGTON: 202: 223-5364

FROM: Cheves McC. Smythe, M.D. / 2 4411

SUBJECT: Statements

In the discussion of the correspondence between Drs. Anlyan, Galletti,

Smythe, and Glaser concerning the accreditation of new medical schools

a number of problems with the whole accreditation process were surfaced.

Among these was the fact that our currently used statements on the

"Functions and Structure of a Modern Medical School" were last revised

in 1958. Dr. Chapman suggested that everyone on the Council receive a

copy of the currently used version as well as a note on the statement

we now circulate on accreditation in medicine. The last was revised in

March e-rW61"7)

The enclosures are: (1) A copy of the statement on "Functions and

Structure of a Modern School of Basic Medical Sciences; (2) The same

for a four-year school; and (3) A statement on accreditation in medi-

cine. These are sent to you for your interest. This matter is also

being introduced at the next meeting of the Liaison Committee on

Medical Education.

Your staff thinks that the appropriate action to be taken at this time

is the appointment of an ad hoc committee of not more than three to

revise the 1958 statement.

CMS:pm
Enclosures
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ACCREDITATION IN MEDICINE

LIAISON COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION
Years BeginnITITNIY 1 of -Years Ileginning July 1 of

Even-Numbered Years: Odd-Numbered Years:
2530 Ridge Avenue 535 North Dearborn Street
Evanston, Illinois 60201 Chicago, Illinois 60610

ACCREDITING AGENCY

The Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association
and the Executive Council of the Association of American Medical
Colleges separately and conjointly serve as the accrediting agencies
for medical education leading to the first professional degree.
Through the Liaison Committee on Medical Education these two sponsoring
agencies are recognized by the National Commission on Accrediting.

To be accredited, a medical school must be approved by the Council on
Medical Education, by the Executive Council of the Association of
American Medical Colleges, and by the Liaison Committee on Medical
Education. Accreditation is granted on the finding of a sound educational
program as a result of a survey conducted jointly by both Councils
through the Liaison Committee on Medical Education.

Liaison Committee on Medical Education:

The Liaison Committee consists of twelve members, six from each sponsoring
Council. The Chairmanship of the Committee alternates annually between
the chairmen of the two Councils, while the duties of Committee secretary
are handled by an executive officer of the corresponding Council.

Although the principal function of the Liaison Committee since its creation
in 1942 has been the coordination of accrediting activities in medical
education, in recent years it and the two Councils it represents have
strengthened their consultative and advisory functions, particularly for
institutions and organizations seeking to develop new medical schools
and for those schools that are in need of and request assistance.

Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association:

The 10-member Council on Medical Education, one of four standing committees
of the House of Delegates of the AMA, has as its most important function
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"the development and maintenance of high standards of medical education
in college preparation for medical study, in the medical school, in the
internship and residency, and in postgraduate continuing education of
the profession,...as well as education in the fields allied to medicine." 1
Organized by the AMA in 1904, the Council began inspecting medical schools
in 1906, assisted in the Carnegie Foundation study of 1909 which resulted
in the "Flexner Report," assumed responsibility for registering hospitals
from 1929 to 1954, for approving examining boards in medical specialties
since 1933, and for approving schools in the allied medical services since
1936. The Council publishes annually a report on medical education in the
United States, a list of approved internship and residency programs, a list
of continuing education courses for physicians, lists of approved schools
in several allied medical services, and national medical licensure statistics.
Its professional staff and offices are located at the American Medical
Association, 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610.

The six representatives on the Liaison Committee of the Council on Medical
Education consist of the Chairman of the Council, and five members chosen
at large.

Executive Council of the Association  of American Medical Colleges:

The Association of American Medical Colleges was first organized in 1876
and reorganized in 1890. It published its first list of member schools
in 1896. The objectives of the Association are to encourage:

(1) The improvement and advancement of medical education by
developing increasingly effective means of selecting the most
able students for the study of medicine,(2) Experimentation in
curriculum development and teaching methods, (3) Studies and
programs aimed at improving the ability of students to learn
and teachers to teach, (4) Efforts to improve the hospital and
broaden the influence of continuing medical education,...
(6) The development of the knowledge and leadership necessary
to provide for the long-range progress and stability of medical
education, and (7) The creating and maintenance of effective
avenues of communication between medical educators and between
medical educators and the American public.2

The Association sponsors the Medical College Admission Test, conducts
teaching institutes, undertakes studies of medical students and fiscal
and administrative operations of medical schools, and publishes the
Journal of Medical Education. Its executive offices are located at
1346-6- JCtiC-tit -A-ver-ilie, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036 and 2530 Ridge
Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201.

Approval of a medical school by the Executive Council of the Association
carries with it eligibility for membership in the Association. The six
representatives from the Executive Council on the Liaison Committee are
the chairman, chairman-elect, two members from the Council of Deans and
one each from the Councils of Academic Societies and Teaching Hospitals.
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Since 1948, all medical schools in the United States have been approved
by the Liaison Committee, the Council on Medical Education, and the
Executive Council of the AAMC. Currently there are 101 operational
medical schools in the United States of which four have two year programs
in the basic medical sciences and twelve have not yet graduated their first
classes and consequently are not eligible for accreditation. All schools
that have graduated students are fully accredited. Additional medical
schools are in various stages of organization and development.

PURPOSES OF ACCREDITING

The accrediting process serves to maintain and promote improved standards
of medical education. The findings of the accrediting organizations have
been used to establish minimum standards by various government agencies,
by professional societies, and by other organizations having working re-
lationships with physicians.

One of the most important functions of accreditation of medical schools
is to establish standards for medical education for the guidance of legally
established licensing.bodies in the 50 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, Guam, and the Virgin Islands. In each instance,
the licensing body, in accordance with law or regulations, utilizes the
decision regarding accreditation of one or more of the accrediting agencies.
Currently, 26 boards require applicants for licensure to be graduates of
medical schools approved by the Council on Medical Education; two boards

. 411 require membership in the Association of American Medical Colleges, 20

II/ 
boards specify both approval by the Council and membership in the Association,
while 7 boards maintain their own listsof approved schools.

DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES

The Liaison Committee on Medical Education and its two sponsoring organi-
zations operate under comprehensive statements of standards which have
been approved by the House of Delegates of the American Medical Association
and the institutional membership of the Association of American Medical
Colleges. The statement, "Functions and Structure of a Modern Medical
School," was approved in 1957 and the companion statement for two-year
schools, "Functions and Structure of a Modern School of Basic Medical
Sciences," was approved in 1958. These statements of principle are the
evolutionary outgroath of continued study by both organizations over a
period of years.

The Liaison Committee and its parent Councils are currently engaged in
a study of their accrediting functions and procedures, aimed at altering
them to meet present and future needs more effectively. Consideration
is being given particularly to conducting the survey visits in con-
junction with representatives of agencies responsible for surveying and
accrediting activities in graduate and continuing education, areas with
which the Liaison Committee has not in the past concerned itself. This
may lead to broadening the role of the Liaison Committee to encompass
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more completely the field of medical education, but currently the Liaison
Committee limits its role in accreditation to that phase of medical
education leading to the first professional degree.

ELIGIBILITY

In their statement "Functions and Structure of a Modern Medical School,"
the AMA and the AAMA indicate that ever higher standards in medical education
"are best nurtured in an environment in which there is not excessive con-
cern with standardization." They hold that the concepts outlined in the
statement are to serve as " general but not specific criteria in the medical
school accreditation program" and not as obstacles to soundly conceived
experimentation. The two organizations encourage experimentation through-
out medical education - pre-medical, undergraduate medical, graduate and
continuing education- and experimentation is a higher degree of integration
of these various phases of medical education.

The AMA and the AMC hold that a medical school has three inherent respon-
sibilities:

1. A medical school should provide for its undergraduate students the
opportunity to acquire a sound, basic education in medicine and
should foster the development of lifelong habits of scholarship.

2, A medical school should contribute to the advancement of knowledge
through research.

3. A medical school should contribute to the development of teachers,
investigators and practitioners through programs of graduate education
including residency training.

Among the criteria of interest to both organizations in accreditation are
(1) the objectives of a medical school program in light of the AAMC 1953
statement, "The Objectives of Undergraduate Medical Education," (2) the
organization and administration of the medical school, which should be
incorporated as a nonprofit institution, and, if possible, as part of a
university, (3). the appointment, competence, and organization of the
faculty, including the attending staff of a general hospital for clinical
teaching, (4) student services and admissions policies, (5) facilities,
including the medical library, and (6) the educational program. " No
rigid curriculum can be prescribed for accomplishing the objectives of
medical education," according to the statement, but a complete curriculum
should contain education in human anatomy, biochemistry, physiology,
microbiology, pharmacology, pathology, clinical laboratory diagnosis, physical
diagnosis, internal medicine, pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology,
preventive medicine and public health, psychiatry, radiology, and surgery,
as well as medical ethics, legal medicine, biostatistics, and medical
genetics, and a consideration of social, emotional, and environmental
factors in health and disease. However, the medical curriculum is going
through a period of major redesign, and offerings fitted for the individual
needs of each student can be expected to be found with increasing frequency
in the near future.
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. According to the
statement on two-year schools of basic medical sciences, " the educational
program of a school of the basic medical sciences must, in part, be con-
ditioned by the general pattern of the first two year curriculum of four
year schools." Recent developments in medical education have introduced
more clinical teaching early in the curriculum, have integrated the entire
four years more than formerly and have blurred the previously sharp line
between the first two and second two years of the medical curriculum. These
developments have complicated the problems of the two-year school and
complicated the smooth transfer of the student from a two-year to a four-
year school. The program of the two-year school should be structured
.primarily to provide students with an opportunity to acquire a sound
background in the basic medical sciences and an introduction to the
major clinical disciplines.

APPLICATION FOR EVALUATION

The two Councils through the Liaison Committee on Medical Education pro-
vide factual information, advice, and both informal and formal consultation
visits to newly developing schools at all stages from initial planning
to attual operation.

Under PL 88-129 (1963) for health education facilities construction and
student loans, the U.S. Commissioner of Education depends upon the Liaison
Committee to provide " reasonable assurance" that a developing school will
meet accreditation standards.

A school is further offered a formal survey immediately Prior to entrance
of -its first class and also when its first students are in the second year
of the program. Favorable action in this survey results in "provisional
approval", which has the effect of assuring students, the school, and
other organizations that the school is providing acceptable training up
to that point. During the fourth year, a definitive formal survey is
conducted. Favorable action at this time indicates that the school has
met minimum standards for its entire four-year period of training. Pro-
vision is made for more frequent surveys as necessary.

The survey schedule of the Liaison Committee is planned on a yearly basis
with due consideration of the need to survey all schools over a period of
seven years and with special consideration of particular institutional
needs as identified by the school itself or by previous accrediting action
of the sponsoring Councils. When a school is to be included in the survey,
a representative of the Liaison Committee establishes with the dean
mutually satisfactory dates for the visit, including a final conference
with the chief executive officer of the parent institution.

At least three months prior to the scheduled visit, five sets of the
survey questionnaire form are sent to the medical school.. Each of the
major departments is expected to submit data along with more general
information compiled by the dean's office. One set of forms serves as
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a record for the school and the remaining four are completed and returned
to the Liaison Committee at least four weeks prior to the date of the visit.
In addition, copies of the school bulletin, reports, and schedules are made
available to the members of the survey team when appropriate.

VISITING TEAM

The visiting team usually consists of four members, two of whom are repre-
sentatives of the Association of American Medical Colleges and two of the
Council on Medical Education. These are persons who have had broad ex-
perience in many facets of medical education, including administration,
teaching, research, and practice. One or more members may be added to
the team in response to special problems of the institution being visited.

The Liaison Committee designates one of the senior medical educators on
the team as chairman and spokesman for the team while at the institution. 
Itappoints another member as team secretary to make the preliminary
arrangements with the school, write the initial draft of the report, and,
together with the chairman, coordinate the activities of the team at the
time of the visit. The secretary and a majority of the other team members
will invariably have had prior survey experience.

THE VISIT

The visit usually takes three to four days. While a pattern for the
visit is provided, the team and the school are encouraged to alter
the suggested schedule to provide flexibility and to meet the needs
of the team and the school. The visit usually begins with a con-
ference among the members of the team and the dean for general orientation
and discussion of special problems of administration.

The team as a whole frequently conducts departmental visits on a 30- to
60-minute schedule. These departmental visits may be conducted with the
departmental chairman and, according to his desires and those of the team,
with members of his staff. These visits are concerned primarily with
curriculum, teaching methods, staff, and facilities, but also cover
service, research, and graduate education especially as they have im-
portance for the undergraduate medical student program.

The team usually makes a special effort, often during lunch hours, to
meet with a representative group of students and with junior members
of the faculty. They may also hold conferences, where appropriate,
with representatives of other interested or related organizations such
as the local or state medical association. At the end of the visit the
team confers with responsible administrative officers of the school and
the parent institution, orally indicating to them the nature of the
principal findings and recommendations.


